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Don’t miss out on easy marks. Improve your skills and feel 
confident about the maths you need for your physics A-level with 
this essential guide.

If you struggle with using algebra, logarithms or graphs, this 
is the book for you. This textbook companion will help improve 
your essential maths skills for physics, whichever awarding body 
specification you’re following. You can use it throughout your 
course, whenever you feel you need some extra help.

l Develop your understanding of both maths and physics with all 
worked examples and questions within a physics context

l Improve your confidence with a step-by-step approach to every 
maths skill

l Measure your progress with guided and non-guided questions 
to see how you’re improving

l Understand where you’re going wrong with full worked 
solutions to every question 

l Feel confident in expert guidance from experienced teacher 
Ian Lovat, reviewed by Peter Main, Director of Education and 
Science at the Institute of Physics
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11 Arithmetic and numerical computation

1 Arithmetic and numerical computation

Appropriate units in calculations

Standard form and significant figures
A number in standard form consists of a figure with one significant figure before the 
decimal place (i.e. a number between 1 and 9) and a power of ten. For example, a force 
of 2500 N is written in standard form as 2.5 × 103 N. A stress of 1 000 000 Pa is written as 
1.0 × 106 Pa.

To enter either of these into a calculator you would type the number, e.g. 2.5, and then 
press ‘exp’ or sometimes ‘×10×’ and type the index.

Giving the correct number of significant figures in calculations is very important in 
physics because it signifies the degree of certainty in a figure. For example, 2.5 × 103 N 
means that the value is somewhere between 2450 N and 2549 N while 2.50 × 103 N means 
that the value is somewhere between 2495 N and 2504.9 N, thus implying much greater 
precision.

The use of standard form helps to keep control of the number of significant figures and 
also helps prevent a common error that occurs when re-using a previously calculated 
figure. If there are a lot of digits, especially zeros, in a number, it is easy to make a 
mistake and miss one out or reverse some digits. Thus 10 000 000 might be mistaken for 
1 000 000, especially if the digits are not correctly spaced.

When deciding on the number of significant figures, leading zeros do not count but 
trailing zeros do count. For example: 

 ■ 0.003 45 is given to 3 significant figures and is better written as 3.45 × 10–3

 ■ 3450 is given to 4 significant figures and is better written as 3.450 × 103. Writing  
3.45 × 103 is incorrect unless it is known that there is an uncertainty of ±5 in the 
original number.

The number of figures after a decimal place is not the same as the number of significant 
figures and should not be confused. Significant figures are all those, after any leading 
zeros, in an answer or piece of data.

Worked examples
Put the following into standard form:

a 0.006 8 m

The leading zeros do not count as significant. 

0.006 8 m = 6.8 × 10–3 m. 
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REMEMBER

You will lose marks if you do not give your answers to the correct number of 
significant figures.

b The speed of light: 300 000 000 ms–1

This is tricky as you could take the original as given to nine significant figures. In fact, the currently 
accepted value for the speed of light is 299 792 458 ms–1 which would be 3.000 0 × 108 ms–1 to five 
significant figures. However, it is usually quoted to two or three significant figures.

300 000 000 ms–1 = 3.00 × 108 ms–1. 

c 0.250 mm

The zero at the end (a trailing zero) is significant and should be included. 

0.250 mm = 2.50 × 10–1 mm or 2.50 × 10–4 m. 

Worked example
A current of 1.45 A flows through a resistor of 6.8 Ω. Calculate the potential difference across the 
resistor.

To calculate the potential difference you need to use the formula V = I × R, where V = voltage, I = 
current and R = resistance.

Step 1: V = 1.45 × 6.8 = 9.86 V.

Step 2: However, as the minimum number of significant figures in the data is two, the answer can only 
be given to two significant figures.

Therefore V = 9.9 V.

A

When doing calculations, you should always give your answer to no more significant 
figures than the least number in the data given. For example, an area of land 100 m × 
20 m has an area 2.0 × 103 m2. Writing 2000 m2 would be incorrect as this implies four 
significant figures whereas the minimum number of significant figures in the data is two. 
However, it is also acceptable to write ‘2000 m2 (2 s.f.)’ to show you are only actually 
claiming a precision of two significant figures.

Guided questions
Copy out the workings and complete the answers  on a separate piece of paper.

1 An image sensor chip in a camera has dimensions 5.76 mm × 4.29 mm. Calculate 
the area of the sensor in mm2 to the correct number of significant figures.

The minimum number of significant figures in the data is three so the answer must be 
given to three significant figures.

Area of sensor = 5.76 × 4.29

= ______________ mm2.
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2 Calculate the number of seconds in a year, assuming that a year is 365 days.

 ■ The number of hours in a day is 24 (to many significant figures).
 ■ The number of minutes in an hour and the number of seconds in a minute are also 

defined.
 ■ The limiting data is 365 days in a year since this is given to just three significant 

figures.

Number of seconds in a year = number of seconds in a minute × number of minutes in 
an hour × number of hours in a day × 365

= ______________ × ______________ × ______________ × 365

= ______________ s

Practice questions
3 An oxygen atom has a diameter of 120 pm. 

Write this diameter in standard form.

4 It is 384 400 km from earth to the moon.

Write this distance in standard form, in m, to 3 significant figures.

5 Put the following into standard form with the correct number of significant figures:
 a 0.000 783
 b 1470
 c 0.000 000 056

6 It takes 4.24 years for light to reach earth from the star Proxima Centauri.

Light travels at 3.00 × 108 ms–1. There are 3.15 × 107 s in a year.

Calculate the distance to Proxima Centauri in m. Give your answer in standard form 
to the correct number of significant figures.

Calculations using standard form
If you want to multiply two numbers in standard form, for example, 4.0 × 103 × 5.0 × 104, 
you can key in both numbers to a calculator and get 2.0 × 108. However, often it is just as 
easy to multiply the first part of each number and add the indices of the second part. This 
becomes:

4.0 × 5.0 × (10(3+4)) = 20 × 107

This is not in standard form so needs to be written 2.0 × 108.

Dividing using standard form is just as easy but here you divide the first part of each 
number and subtract the indices of the second part. For example,
5.0 × 104

4.0 × 103
 becomes:

5
4

 × (10(4–3)) = 1.25 × 101 or 12.5

Since the original numbers are only given to two significant figures, the answer should 
also be given to two significant figures and should be 1.3 × 101.
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Worked example
The Young Modulus of an elastic material is given by the following equation:

E = F × l
A × e

F is the force that causes extension, e, in a wire of length, l, and cross-sectional area, A.

A wire of length 2.0 m extends by 3.0 mm when a force of 8.0 N is applied. The cross-sectional area 
of the wire is 4.9 × 10–8 m2.

Calculate the Young Modulus.

Step a: substitute the values given into the equation.

E = F × l
A × e

 = 8.0 × 2.0
4.9 × 10–8 × 3.0 × 10–3

 = 1.1 × 1011 Pa

Step 2: do a quick check of the calculation to get an approximate value.
16
15

 × 1
10–11

This is approximately 1 × 1011 Pa which is close to the calculated answer.

With a bit of practice you will be able to quickly estimate an answer so you will know if it is 
approximately correct. This provides a quick check in case, as can happen, you key in the figures 
incorrectly to your calculator.

A

TIP

Get into the habit of checking answers approximately to ensure the answer you write 
down from your calculator is sensible.

A more complex calculation is also made easier in this way, for example:

 5.0 × 104 × 4.0 × 103

2.0 × 10–3
 = 5.0 × 4.0

2.0
 × 10(4+3–(–3)) = 10 × 1010

In standard form this would be written 1.0 × 1011.
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